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ART AND DESIGN FOR ADVOCACY

Prologue

COMICS, STREET ART AND DESIGN AS A TOOLS FOR ADVOCACY

The strive to record experiences has been a staple of humans since forever time. And
while the nature of evolution has dictated an increase in efficiency of both time and
space, these methods of recording thoughts and happenings have matured and
expanded, grown and adapted to the change in times, but have not always been
superseded by the newest and latest.
After all, using charcoal on a cave wall is not that different than electrons flowing
through a flash memory, should one consider the ultimate effect of both those actions.
The pen might be mightier than the sword, but an image is worth a thousand words.

IDEA SEE (International Debate Education Association, Southeast Europe) considers art and design to
be amongst the most important tools for communicating messages, expressing thoughts and
positions, and promoting change and societal evolution. Visual messaging transcends age, gender
and education and connects communities, projecting clarity and food for thought.
In the information age, it is the flow of information, often unencumbered and overflowing that, if raw
and unfiltered, can yield confusion and eventually have the effect of the message being lost, requiring
that specific work is taken towards producing a concise and functional message. A principle function
of IDEA SEE, argumentation helps overcome this via logical reasoning, dialogue and conversation,
making sure the message is clear, understandable and considering of alternate positions.
Hence, IDEA SEE is, in 2015, expanding its Art & Design for Advocacy program, through the
organization of a series of workshops where youth and NGO activists will learn how to use the visual
language of art and design to communicate their thoughts, messages and positions where it matters,
contributing to a healthier, more open and encompassing communities.
The singular event is to include two separate tracks via an individually adapted program flow, that are
to use (1) comic books and (2) data visualization as tools for advocacy. The ultimate goal of the
program is to support and guide young leaders as they develop further skills in advocacy through art
and design, to build their confidence and clarify individual messages.
To ultimately lead to an effective change in their communities.

Mite Kuzevski

Executive Director at IDEA Southeast Europe

1.1. FIRST LECTURE

Introduction: What is advocacy? Identifying and Analyzing
Issues – Which problems do you want to solve?
Instructors: Mite Kuzevski, Media and Online Community Manager at IDEA
Southeast Europe and Goran Igic, Project and Development Coordinator at IDEA
Southeast Europe
Lecture title: Introduction: What is advocacy? Identifying and Analyzing Issues –
Which problems do you want to solve?
Duration: 90 minutes
Prerequisites
/
Description

Behind every move towards equality, human rights, and improving people’s lives, somewhere there is a great
advocate at work. Whether it’s introducing free school meals for low-income families, building a skate park,
saving a local library, or levying a cap on international carbon emissions, all progress, big or small, is the
result of smart, committed, passionate people convincing those in a position of power to make a change.
This lecture, “Introduction: What is advocacy? Identifying and Analyzing Issues – Which problems do you
want to solve?” is intended to give participants a general definition of advocacy and a broad understanding
of the kind of processes and actions included within advocacy. Also, participants will learn the techniques
of recognizing issues or problems in the society, do the necessary research on said issues and problems and
determine different ways of addressing and solving them.

Educational objectives
The main objective of this introductory lesson to advocacy is for the participants to be able to understand
the importance of strategy and messaging processes, apart from having good art or design products. They
are to understand how to send the message, how to further disseminate it and which tactics to focus on to
better achieve set goals.

Functional objectives
In this lecture, the main functional goal is to support participants in developing their skills in understanding
what advocacy is, and how to do research and analysis towards a specific societal issue.
Specific goals and objectives are:
- to clearly identify a problem in the society;
- to find the root causes of the problem and search for evidence;
- to analyze “competitors” - whether there are other groups addressing this problem - what is their approach
and how can they provide evidence and recommendations for tackling the problem.

Didactical organization
Format: Interactive lecture and group work
Teaching resources: Board and projector, photos and videos, campaigns and examples
Instructional methods: Monologue and dialogic methods, collaboration
Teaching correlations: Referral to citizen activism in past and present society
Teaching aids: Advocacy campaigns from around the world, videos, photos and case studies.

Structure of the lecture
Joint Session: 45’
Topic: Introduction: What is advocacy?
Break: 15’
Joint Session: 45’
Topic: Identifying and Analyzing Issues – Which problems do you want to solve?

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final projects and presentations by the participants in this
educational program.

1.2. SECOND LECTURE

Art, artivism, comics and social responsibility

Instructor: Assistant professor Bosko Karadzov Ph.D.
Lecture title: Art, artivism, comics and social responsibility
Duration: 45 minutes
Prerequisites
Basic knowledge of History, Sociology and Art

Description
In this educational lecture titled Art, artivism, comics and social responsibility, we aim to point out the
enormous social and cultural power of comics as an artistic expression in popular culture. Specifically,
pointing out that comics with a fully realized media identity can, through creative combination of visual
and narrative elements, convincingly raise, advocate and justify various political actions and emerge social
responsibility.
In other words, the educational purpose of this training program is to show that comics can criticize political
processes and decisions, correct authority and oppose the regimes of political and economic power. Comics
are a legitimate and powerful tool for subversive political activity, and a tool which can bring a social change.
Therefore, at the beginning in this lecture, we well separate two primary functions of art.
First, the l'art pour l'art concept, specifically producing and enjoying art is for art's sake.
And second, the avant-garde concept that considers art an intellectual activity which is using visual images
to bring political and social change.
This concept of understanding art helps showcase what we call - artivism.
Artivism is a passion that has all the elements of activism, but is charged with the creations of art and social
responsibility. Finally, we will point out that comics as art can genuinely tackle socially relevant issues.

Educational objectives
The main educational goal is to teach about principals of motivated functions of art and guide young
participants through the concept of artivism and social responsibility.
Specific goals and objectives are:
- introduction to comics as an art discipline and practice;
- understanding the role of art in general, and specifically the role of comics in social life;
- identifying ethical, social and political issues and challenges that intertwine with comics, recognizing the
connection between social issues and art;
- identifying the sources and principles of social action trough comics book

Functional objectives
In this lecture, the main functional goal is to support young participants developing their skills in advocacy
through comic art. Specific goals and objectives are:
- introduction to the category apparatus of comics;
- building capacity for artistic evaluation of social phenomena;
- building capacity for critical and artistic examination of established norms in society;
- developing autonomy in research and in expression, work habits and social and ethical awareness.

Didactical organization
Format: Individual and frontal, interactive lecture.
Teaching resources: Board, projector, comic books, pictures, audio-video materials, documentary etc.
Instructional methods: Method of scandals, method of problem actualization, monologue and dialogic
methods. Explaining, demonstrating, and collaborating.
Teaching correlations: Referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology, etc.
Teaching aids: Presenting covers of comics, photo documentation, representative artwork in comic culture,
quotes from interviews from comic writers and philosophers etc.

Structure of the lecture
Joint Session: 45’
Topic: Art, artivism, comics and social responsibility
Evaluation: Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final projects and presentations by
the participants

1.3. THIRD LECTURE

History of Comics as a medium for artivism

Instructor: Assistant professor Bosko Karadzov Ph.D.
Lecture title: History of Comics as a medium for artivism
Duration: 90 minutes
Prerequisites
Basic knowledge of History, Sociology and Art

Description
As we move towards the nature of comics and their roots, here we draw attention to them as a medium for
artivism while pointing out its artivism nature through a brief history of overlap between comics and social
issues. This brief history of comics will be presented throughout the three key phases of development of the
comics: preprinted era, printed era and post printed era.
Specifically, from the cave paintings, Egyptian pyramids, Greek and Roman proto comic reliefs, medieval
manuscripts, invention of the printing press and establishment of the comic-book, to the golden age of
comics and the latest digital production.
Through this detailed historical overview of the development of the comic art we will show comics being a
legitimate and effective medium for artivism.

Educational objectives
In this lecture, the main educational goal is to guide young participants through the history of comics and to
show that artivism can be a practice through it. Specific goals and objectives are:
- introduction to the comics as art discipline and practice;
- understanding the role of art in general;
- introduction to cave paintings as protocomics, Australian aboriginal traditional visual storytelling
techniques.
Functional objectives:
Here the main functional goal is to support young participants in the development of their skills in advocacy
through comic art. Specific goals and objectives are:
- introduction to the category apparatus of comics;
- building capacity for artistic evaluation of social phenomena;
- building capacity for critical and artistic examination of established norms in society;
- developing autonomy in research and in expression, work habits and social and ethical awareness.

Didactical organization
Format: Individual and frontal, interactive lecture.
Teaching resources: Board, projector, comic books, pictures, audio-video materials, documentary.
Instructional methods: Method of scandals, method of problem actualization, monologue and dialogic
methods. Explaining, demonstrating, and collaborating.
Teaching correlations: Referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology.
Teaching aids: Presenting covers of comics, photo documentation, representative artwork in comic culture,
quotes from interviews from comic writers and philosophers.

Structure of the lecture
Joint Session: 45’
Topic: History of comics in preprinted era
Break: 15’
Joint Session: 45’
Topic: History of comics in printed and post printed era

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final projects and presentations by the participants.

1.4. FOURTH LECTURE

Comics: Raising social issues

Instructor: Assistant professor Bosko Karadzov Ph.D.
Lecture title: Comics: Raising social issues
Duration: 45 minutes
Prerequisites
Basic knowledge of History, Sociology and Art

Description
As we move to the silver age of comics, we will be looking into comic book superheroes as mass media
reflections of the changes in society and culture. This historical review will be explained through in the
following chronological and thematic sections:
A) Superheroes Go To War/The Depression and New Deal (1938-1945),
B) Cold War, Conformity, and Censorship: Comic Book Superheroes in the Postwar Era and 1950s,
C) Questioning Authority: Comic Book Superheroes and Sociopolitical Change in the 1960s and 70s,
D) Diversity and Moral Complexity: Comic Book Superheroes of the 1980s to Today.
In this section, we will indicate how, from the 1930’s through today, comic books have expressed the trends,
conventions, and concerns of life. Specifically, how comics have been a showcase for national views, slang,
morals, customs, traditions, racial attitudes.

Educational objectives
At the end of this lecture, participants will learn about the authors, books, artistic and literature value,
cultural influence and political content of five best socially engaged comic books in the history of comic
culture.
(Maus by Art Spiegelman, Palestine by Joe Sacco, Persepolis by Marjane Satrapi, The Photographer: Into
War-torn Afghanistan with Doctors without Borders by Emmanuel Guibert and opus of Alan Moore)

Functional objectives
In this lecture, the main functional goal is to support young participants through develop their skills in
advocacy through comic art.
Specific goals and objectives are: introduction to category apparatus of comics, building capacity for
artistic evaluation of social phenomena, building capacity for critical and artistic examination of established
norms in society, developing autonomy in research and in expression, developing work habits, developing
social and ethical awareness

Didactical organization
Format: Individual and frontal, interactive lecture.
Teaching resources: Board, projector, comic books, pictures, audio-video materials, documentary.
Instructional methods: Method of scandals, method of problem actualization, monologue and dialogic
methods. Explaining, demonstrating, and collaborating.
Teaching correlations: Referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology.
Teaching aids: Presenting covers of comics, photo documentation, representative artwork in comic culture,
quotes from interviews from comic writers and philosophers.

Structure of the lecture
Joint Session: 45’
Topic: Comics: Raising social issues

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the final project and presentations by the participants in this educational
program

1.5. FIFTH LECTURE

Comics: Structure and basic elements

Instructors: Assistant professor Bosko Karadzov Ph.D. and comic book artist Igor
Jovcevski
Lecture title: Comics: Structure and basic elements
Duration: 45 minutes
Prerequisites
Basic knowledge of Art and Culture

Description
Getting down to the core of the matter, during this lecture we are to introduce participants to the technical
terms and lingo of the comic creation process. Specifically, we will introduce participants to the basic
definitions of comics, the difference between comic strip, comic book, web comic, graphical novel and
illustrated book, different genres in comics culture etc.
In other words, we will show the structural elements of comics and how each is used in creating a comic
story and a comic drawing, starting with, but not limited to: panel, gutter, tier, splash and spread.
We will then point out the structural elements of the comic narrative: speech balloon, pointer, caption,
onomatopoeia, encapsulation etc. Lastly, we will focus on understanding panel order, in the sense of it being
key to a successful creation of a comic book.
Theory will help point out the core feature of comics – (1) sequential order and (2) inference between text and
image. At the end of this lecture, participants will learn how to maximize their appeal and impact.

Educational objectives
The main educational goal is to teach and guide young participants through the glossary of comic
terminology and its most common use in comic culture.
Specific goals and objectives are:
- introduction to the structural elements of comics;
- understanding the difference between comic formats;
- identifying key feature of comics;
- understanding panel order;
- recognizing the connection between text, image and appeal.

Functional objectives
The main functional goal is to support young participants to develop their skills in advocacy through comic
art. Specific goals and objectives are:
- understanding the images are linked in a narrative;
- making links between the content of various panels;
- building capacity for artistic expression;
- building capacity for inference skills and making captions that might reinforce the illustrations.

Didactical organization
Format: individual and frontal, interactive lecture.
Teaching resources: board, projector, comic books, pictures, audio-video materials, documentary.
Teaching methods: method of direct demonstration, monologue and dialogic methods. (Explaining,
demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology.
Teaching aids: Presenting covers of comics, photo documentation, representative artwork in comic culture,
quotes from interviews from comic writers and philosophers.

Structure of the lecture
Joint Session: 45’
Topic: Comics: Structure and basic elements

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final projects and presentations by the participants

1.6. SIXTH LECTURE

Comics: Drawing techniques

Instructor: Comic book artist Igor Jovcevski
Lecture title: Comics: Drawing techniques
Duration: 90 minutes
Prerequisites
Basic knowledge of Art and Culture

Description
Putting pen to paper, participants will learn about the visual literacy of comics. Specifically, we will introduce
participants to the basics of visual comics design, acts which involves an understanding in to how visual
elements are selected by the artist to maximize their appeal.
Therefore, at the beginning of the lecture, we will point out these elements and will explain how they
can be used to produce a visual effect. We will speak about, but not limited to: line, shape, form, texture,
composition, color and tone.
Next, we will point out the art of making mise en scène (how a scene is laid out) through: (1) framing – what is
visible in the image, (2) angle – where do we see it from, (3) lighting – how is the scene lit, (4) panel shape and
size, (5) panel repetition and echoing – repetition of images or motifs.
Lastly, we will focus on making comics through reassembling the panels to form a narrative, adding panels
between the ones shown and adding detail or filling in the narrative. At the end of this lecture, participants
will learn about websites that allow you to create, store, display and share comics.

Educational objectives
The main educational goal is to teach participants how to draw comics, how to use the visual language of
comic art, how to create scenes and how to maximize the message.
Specific goals and objectives are:
- introduction to the art techniques in comic culture;
- understanding the difference between traditional and digital production of comics;
- identifying key elements of comic mise en scène.
Functional objectives:
The main functional goal is to support young participants to develop their drawing skills.
Specific goals and objectives are:
- building drawing capacity for artistic expression in comics as a medium;
- building drawing capacity for socially engaged illustrations.

Didactical organization
Format: individual and frontal, interactive lecture.
Teaching resources: board, projector, comic books, pictures, audio-video materials, documentary.
Teaching methods: method of direct demonstration, monologue and dialogic methods. (Explaining,
demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to literature and art.
Teaching aids: Presenting covers of comics, photo documentation, representative artwork in comic culture,
quotes from interviews from comic writers and philosophers.

Structure of the lecture
Joint Session: 90’
Topic: Comics: Drawing techniques

1.7. SEVENTH LECTURE

History of street art: Visual language and advocacy

Instructor: TBD
Lecture title: History of street art: Visual language and advocacy
Duration: 90 minutes
Prerequisites
Basic knowledge of History, Sociology and Art

Description
Parallel to comics as an activism phenomenon, we draw attention to the street art and graffiti as forms of
artistic expression that occur in public or privately owned spaces - acting as agencies for changes.
Therefore, we will introduce participants to street art in its capacity for visual advocacy exhibited through
various mediums — including tags, pieces, sculptures, stenciling, sticker art, art intervention, flash mobs,
yarn bombing, and street installations. In particular we will look at the capacity of this art, unconstrained by
form, medium, or message, to offer creative freedom for strong subversive messages for activism.
Graffiti and street art tend to carry activism, but they are constructed into an urban problem and illegal
vandalism in which government take prosecution, therefore we will point out this process of reclaiming of
public spaces for art that continues to exemplify a form of political resistance.
Through this, we will define street art and its social impact in the society like an act of rebellion in itself.
From the graffiti on carved rocks in the ancient Egyptian town of Abu Simbel and city of Pompeii, to the hip
hop graffiti and street art in 1960s New York City, we will show how street art and graffiti reflect on current
affairs and expressing rebellion.
This lecture will explain the history and progressive development of street art by focusing on its place in
society throughout the years. We will observe the artwork of well-known street artists Banksy (English),
Jean-Michel Basquiat (American), JR (French), and Shepard Fairey (American) as well as street art and
graffiti exhibitions. We will focus on the ways in which graffiti and street art have instigated public action by
exploring how the art form has been used in society for advocacy.
Specifically, we will have particular attention to techniques of graffiti making and evolution of the art
from to present-day street art, to point out and illustrate how the art form has evolved from rebellion into
a commercial art that is being showcased in museums in contrast to graffiti as a response to political and
social problems.
In short, this lecture will try to answer the following questions:
- How does street art communicate socially relevant, and political, themes to the public?
- How has the art form proven to be a catalyst for both political and social change, and how is this reflected
in various countries?
- What are the characteristics of street art that have led to its acceptance?

Educational objectives
The main educational goal is to introduce participants to street art as a social and artistic movement which
offers a visual expression of protest in its various forms, as well as to introduce the communication capacity
of street art in the public sphere as an instrument for advocacy.
Participants will learn about street art as an essential element and reflection of the human existence.
Another major goal is to understand and learn that street art is a relevant instrument of protest that brings
social change.
Specific goals and objectives are:
- introduction to the history of street art as art discipline and practice;
- understanding the role of street art in modern society.

Functional objectives
The main functional goal is to support young participants to develop their skills in advocacy through street
art. Specific goals and objectives are:
- introduction to terminology of street art;
- building capacity for artistic evaluation of social phenomena;
- building capacity for critical and artistic examination of established norms in society;
- developing autonomy in research and in expression, work habits and social and ethical awareness.

Didactical organization
Format: Individual and frontal, interactive lecture.
Teaching resources: Board, projector, pictures, audio-video materials, documentary.
Instructional methods: Method of scandals, method of problem actualization, monologue and dialogic
methods. Explaining, demonstrating, and collaborating.
Teaching correlations: Referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology.
Teaching aids: Photo documentation, representative work in street art, quotes from artists and interviews.

Structure of the lecture
Joint Session: 45’
Topic: Techniques of Street art
Break: 15’
Joint Session: 45’
Topic: Street art and social impact in society

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final projects and presentations by the participants

1.8. EIGHTH LECTURE

Supporting your message using argumentation

Instructor: Mite Kuzevski, Media and Online Community Manager at IDEA
Southeast Europe
Lecture title: Supporting your message using argumentation
Duration: 90 minutes
Prerequisites
Basic knowledge of Communication and culture of speech

Description of the curse
Every day we are inundated by conflicting arguments in social media, online news sites, television, and radio,
in magazines and books, on bumper stickers and billboards. The sources of these arguments constantly
compete for our attention and our assent. How do we decide who is correct, what is reasonable, and what
ideas or perspectives deserve our time, energy, and money?
Crafting arguments is an art. Sending a message without good argumentation will always have a backfire.
That is why in this lecture participants will gain knowledge on the basics of the argumentations. We will
speak on how to establish goals and objectives, find audience and how to create mission statements that is a
guiding force for all activities in an advocacy campaigns.
We will pay attention on SMART tactic for defining objectives and goals: Specific, Measureable, Achievable,
Relevant and Time Bound. The final part of the lecture will be concentrated on one of the most important
part of the advocacy campaign, structure of the message and creating a message.

Educational objectives
The educational objectives are to teach participants what is advocacy and how they can employ it in their
campaigns using art and design. How to recognize issues and how to craft an argument that will send strong
message to the intended audience.
Participants will have the knowledge to structure, develop and implement advocacy campaigns using art
and design as available tools.

Functional objectives
The functional goal of this lecture is participants to develop their research skills and knowledge of
constructing arguments and messages and disseminating them to the right audience.
Specific goal is giving participants tools and knowledge to create advocacy campaign following this steps:
1. Understanding what is advocacy?
2. Identify and analyze problem
3. Find the audience
4. Create the message

Didactical organization
Format: Individual and frontal, interactive lecture.
Teaching resources: Board, projector, pictures, audio-video materials
Instructional methods: Monologue and dialogic methods. Explaining, demonstrating, and collaborating.
Teaching correlations: Referral to the social and ethical issues in history, advocacy campaigns and activism,
Teaching aids: Advocacy campaigns from around the world, videos, photos and case studies

Structure of the lecture
Joint Session: 45’
Topic: Advocacy: Establishing goals and objectives. Finding your Audience
Joint Session: 45’
Topic: Creating a message. The Structure of a message.

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final projects and presentations by participants

1.9. NINTH LECTURE

final

How to create a comic hero?

Instructors: Assistant professor Bosko Karadzov Ph.D. and comic book artist Igor
Jovcevski
Lecture title: How to create a comic hero?
Duration: 90 minutes
Prerequisites
Basic knowledge of History, Sociology and Art

Description of the curse
Touching on childhood dreams of putting on a cape and leaping over tall buildings, participants will here
learn about the concept of a super hero. Super heroes were created as champions of the oppressed, and they
are devoted to helping common people in need.
Therefore, at the beginning of the lecture, we will point out narrative elements of the super hero and will
explain how they can be used to produce a socially engaged comic story. We will speak as how to create an
origin story for a super hero, their gender and physical appearance, their power, their incumbent tragic flaw
and more - how to create a superhero personality, their alter-ego personality, costume, name, trademark,
sidekick, team, and lastly their nemesis.
We will then point out the Uncle Ben philosophical position and will focus on the relevance of community
relationship of the super hero as both a narrative and a value concept through which we meet the request
for social commitment of comic stories.
At the end of this lecture, participants will learn about some representative stories in comics in favor of the
Uncle Ben political philosophy.

Educational objectives
The main educational goal is to teach participants about the concept of super hero and how to use it to
produce a socially engaged comic story.
Specific goals and objectives are:
- introduction to the narrative elements of super hero concept;
- understanding the philosophy of Uncle Ben and identifying key elements of one super hero comic story.

Functional objectives
The main functional goal is to support young participants to develop their narrative skills.
Specific goals and objectives are:
- building a narrative capacity for political, ethical and social expression through comics;
- building narrative capacity for socially engaged illustrations.

Didactical organization
Format: individual and frontal, interactive lecture.
Teaching resources: board, projector, comic books, pictures, audio-video materials, documentary.
Teaching methods: method of direct demonstration, monologue and dialogic methods. (Explaining,
demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology.
Teaching aids: Presenting covers of comics, photo documentation, representative artwork in comic culture,
quotes from interviews from comic writers and philosophers.

Structure of the lecture
Joint Session: 45’
Topic: How to use a comic hero?

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final projects and presentations by the participants

WORKSHOP no.1

Using visual language to send a message
Structure: Open
Facilitator: Artist and designer Goran Kostovski
Description:
Joint Session: 90’
Documentary presentation
The workshop will focus around the documentary film by street artist Banksy called Exit through the Gift
Shop. The movie, which tells the story of Thierry Guetta and his obsession with street art was nominated for
the Academy Award for Best Documentary Feature and is an incredibly creative way of asking THE question:
what is art!?

Joint Session: 30’
Debate session: Participants will have the opportunity for moderated group discussion and debate on any
and all issues and dilemmas arising from the topics in the lectures and topics from the documentary. Also,
they will have the opportunity to express their political values, societal issues and aesthetical ideas.

Didactical organization
Format: group form and interactive discussion
Teaching resources: projector, pictures, audio-video materials, documentary.
Teaching methods: dialogic methods. (Explaining, demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology.

Objectives
- identifying the role of street art in social life;
- identifying the connection between social issues and art;
- identifying the principles of social action trough street art;
- encouraging for artistic evaluation of social phenomena.

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final project and presentations by participants

WORKSHOP no.2
Data Visualization

Structure: Open
Facilitator: Artist and designer Goran Kostovski
Description:
Joint Session: 120’
Workshop
A good campaign is like a good joke. A joke’s effectiveness relies on the use of the right words, good timing,
convincing, delivery and a strong punch line delivered to the right person in the right way. When visualizing
information for advocacy these are the facts we need to consider.
In this workshop we will explore how to influence issues using right combination of information, design,
technology and networks.
Through examples from around the world and trough creating their own infographics participants will learn
how to capture attention, present stories and take the audience through data journeys.

Didactical organization
Format: Theory and interactive discussion with practical work
Teaching resources: Photos, videos, infographics examples, case studies, data sets, campaigns
Teaching methods: Dialogic methods. (Explaining, demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to the social issues in history and using of data to visualize strong message
for burning issues in the society.

Objectives
- getting knowledge on how to illustrate data;
- acquire practical skills for selecting data;
- receive practical skills on creating visual appealing infographics.

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final project and presentations by participants

WORKSHOP no.3

How to make and use stencils for advocacy
Structure: Open
Facilitator: Artist and designer Goran Kostovski
Description:
Joint Session: 90’
Workshop
It is all about exposing people to an issue of inviting them to look further. Campaigners use many techniques
to do this, combining information and design to make different appeals.
We will be presenting a common technique used by artivists in their campaigns, allowing participants to
learn how to plan and create stencil that will be put into bigger picture of their advocacy campaign.

Didactical organization
Format: Practical guide and interactive discussion
Teaching resources: Photos, videos, stencils examples, case studies, data sets, campaigns
Teaching methods: dialogic methods. (Explaining, demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology.

Objectives
- getting knowledge on how to create stencils;
- acquire practical skills for employing stencils for advocacy;
- receive practical skills on creating visual appealing and effective stencils.

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final project and presentations by participants

WORKSHOP no.4

Storytelling: How to write for comics
Structure: Open
Facilitators: comic books artists Igor Jovcevski
Description:
Joint Session: 90’
Workshop
Participants will be divided into groups to learn and then practice the development of storytelling in comics,
where they will gain the basics of visual design of comics.
This involves working on the skills of selection of visual elements and skills of maximizing appeals.
Participants will learn and practice on how to draw and write comics, how to use the visual language of
comic art, how to create a combination of texts and picture, and how to maximize the message.
Facilitators will introduce participants to the art techniques in comic culture, to the difference between
traditional and digital production of comics, and together will identify key elements of comic mise en scène.

Objectives
- developing drawing and writing skills;
- building drawing and writing capacity for artistic expression in comics;
- building drawing and writing capacity for socially engaged illustrations and writings;
- encouraging for artistic evaluation of social phenomena;
- encouraging for critical and artistic examination of established norms in society;
- encouraging social criticism through comics;
- encouraging advocacy for social causes through comics.

Didactical organization
Format: group form and interactive discussion
Teaching resources: tools for drawing, painting, illustration and etc.
Teaching methods: dialogic methods. (Explaining, demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology.

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final project and presentations by participants

WORKSHOP n.5

Advocacy: Establishing goals and objectives and Finding
your Audience
Structure: Open
Facilitators: Mite Kuzevski
Description
All of the participants will be divided in groups so they can start thinking of the advocacy campaign that
they need to present it together with the final projects in art, comics and design. We will speak on how to
establish goals and objectives, find audience and how to create mission statements that is a guiding force
for all activities in an advocacy campaigns. We will pay attention on SMART tactic for defining objectives
and goals: Specific, Measureable, Achievable, Relevant and Time Bound. The final part of the lecture will
be concentrated on one of the most important part of the advocacy campaign, structure of the message
and creating a message. The best advocacy messages are concise, persuasive, and clear about the steps
that a target audience should take to solve the problem they identify. Before you find ways to publish your
message and communicate it to your target audience, you need to understand how an audience will respond
to it—you need to test your message with members of your group and with people outside of your group.
Each group will test their messages to other groups and receive comments and recommendations on how to
improve their message to be more effective.

Didactical organization
Format: group form and support and guide
Teaching resources: Photos, videos, projector, presentation, flipcharts, pens and paper
Teaching methods: Support and guide. (Explaining, demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to the advocacy campaigns and activism in the modern society
Teaching aids: Showing advocacy campaigns with photos, videos and case studies

Objectives
- encouraging participants to think about their art in correlation with advocacy campaign
- encouraging participants to find the specific objectives and goals for their art
- encouraging of artistic engagement
- encouraging social criticism through sending the right message to the right audience with art
- encourage advocacy for social causes through art and design

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final projects and presentations by participants

WORKSHOP n.6

Creating a message and The Structure of a message
Structure:
Facilitator: Mite Kuzevski and Goran Igikj
Description
The participants will be divided in groups in order to focus on the advocacy campaign that they need to
present together with the final projects in art, comics and design.
The workshop will be concentrated on one of the most important parts of the advocacy campaign - the
structure of the message and creating a message. The best advocacy messages are concise, persuasive, and
clear about the steps that a target audience should take to solve the problem they identify. Before one finds
ways to publish their message and communicate it to their target audience, one needs to understand how
the audience will respond to it – each message needs to be tested within and outside of the target group.
Each group will test their messages to the other groups and receive comments and recommendations on
how to improve their message to be more effective.

Didactical organization
Format: group form and support and guide
Teaching resources: Photos, videos, projector, presentation, flipcharts, pens and paper
Teaching methods: Support and guide. (Explaining, demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to the advocacy campaigns and activism in the modern society
Teaching aids: Showing advocacy campaigns with photos, videos and case studies

Objective
- encouraging participants to think about their art in correlation with advocacy campaign;
- encouraging of artistic engagement;
- encouraging social criticism through sending the right message to the right audience with art;
- encourage advocacy for social causes through art and design.

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final projects and presentations

WORKSHOP no.7

Using photomontage for advocacy with traditional
techniques
Structure:
Facilitator: Artist and designer Goran Kostovski
Description:
Joint Session: 90’
Workshop
Using pictures and text to tell stories with high quality information to increase an audience’s understanding
of an issues and to focus their attention on its most revealing or pressing aspects is one of the techniques
that advocacy campaigners are using.
Manipulating photos and inserting text to send a message is one of the skills that participants will learn
during this workshop.
No software for photo manipulations will be used, just traditional, if “old fashioned” collage techniques.

Didactical organization
Format: Practical guide and interactive discussion
Teaching resources: Photos, videos, stencils examples, case studies, data sets, campaigns
Teaching methods: dialogic methods. (Explaining, demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology.

Objectives
- getting knowledge on the basics of photo manipulation;
- acquire practical skills for photo manipulation;
- receive practical skills on creating visual appealing and effective photomontage.

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final projects and presentations by participants

WORKSHOP no.8

Creating heroic characters in comics
Structure:
Facilitators: comic books artist Igor Jovcevski
Description:
Joint Session: 60’
Creation of a super hero
Participants will be divided into groups where each group will develop, conceptualize and create their own
super hero with all the narrative characteristics. Participants will be encouraged to focus on social problems
which their super hero could overcome. They will have the opportunity to draw, paint, design and style, the
process of which will be guided by the facilitators.
The facilitators will further suggest actual and current themes that can be re-evaluated and expressed
trough comic concepts or super heroes.

Didactical organization
Format: group form and support and guide
Teaching resources: tools for drawing, painting, illustration and etc.
Teaching methods: Support and guide. (Explaining, demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology, and etc.
Teaching aids: representative artwork in comic culture

Objectives
- encouraging for artistic evaluation of social phenomena;
- encouraging for critical and artistic examination of established norms in society;
- encouraging of artistic engagement;
- encouraging social criticism through comics;
- encourage advocacy for social causes through comics.

Evaluation
Evaluation will be carried out on the basis of final projects and presentations

WORKSHOP no.9

CREATING A SHORT COMIC BOOK STORY
Structure:
Facilitator: comic book artists Igor Jovcevski
Description:
Joint Session: 60’
Creation of short comic book story
Participants, divided into groups, will develop and create their own short comic book story with the earlier
developed super hero as a comic book character. Participants will be motivated, in their short comic stories,
to engage their super hero to resolve a social problem, to advocate some socially responsible cause, to
criticize certain political or economic solutions, to fight against the economic and political centers of power,
to fight for better ethical or ecological world.
Participants will have the opportunity to draw, paint, design and stylish their own short comic book story,
with the process being guided by the facilitators, suggesting actual and current themes that can be reevaluated and expressed through comics.

Didactical organization
Format: group form and support and guide
Teaching resources: tools for drawing, painting, illustration and etc.
Teaching methods: Support and guide. (Explaining, demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology, and etc.
Teaching aids: representative artwork in comic culture

Objective
- encouraging for artistic evaluation of social phenomena;
- encouraging for critical and artistic examination of established norms in society;
- encouraging of artistic engagement;
- encouraging social criticism through comics;
- encourage advocacy for social causes through comics.

WORKSHOP no.10

Optional moderate debate and film screenings of
documentary movies
Structure: Open
Facilitator: Assistant Professor Bosko Karadzov Ph. D.
Description:
Joint Session: 90’
Documentary presentation no 1
At this workshop, after the first lecture, participants will watch The History Channel documentary called
Comic Book Superheroes Unmasked about the history of the comic book industry from its origins in the
1930s to the present day, and how comic books have mirrored and affected the society around them.

Documentary presentation no 2
At this workshop, second documentary film that will be seen is the BBC documentary called How Art Made
The World, and the specific episode: More Human Than Human – showcasing the influence of art on our
society.

Documentary presentation no 3
At this workshop, participants will watch the BBC documentary called How Art Made the World, and the
specific episode: The Day Pictures Were Born. Documentary - explaining how images may have triggered the
greatest change in human history.

Documentary presentation no 4
At this workshop, we will present documentary film The Century of the Self, and the specific episode
Happiness Machines. This is a 2002 British television documentary series by Adam Curtis, which focuses
on the manner in which the work of Sigmund Freud, Anna Freud, and Edward Bernays influenced the way
corporations and governments have analyzed, dealt with, and controlled people.

Documentary presentation no 5
At this workshop, we will present several short documentary films from the Makedox project.
Joint Session: 30’
Debate session: Participants will have the opportunity for moderated group discussion and debate on all
issues and dilemmas arising from the topics in the lectures, and the opportunity to express their political
values, societal issues and aesthetical ideas.

Didactical organization
Format: group form and interactive discussion
Teaching resources: projector, pictures, audio-video materials, documentary.
Teaching methods: dialogic methods. (Explaining, demonstrating, collaborating)
Teaching correlations: referral to the social and ethical issues in history, literature, art, sociology.
Teaching aids: photo documentation, representative artwork in comic culture, quotes from interviews from
comic writers and philosophers.

Objectives
- identifying the role of comics in social life, ethical, social and political issues;
- identifying the connection between social issues and art;
- identifying the principles of social action trough comics book;
- encouraging for artistic evaluation of social phenomena;
- encouraging for critical and artistic examination of established norms in society;
- encouraging for expression of social, political, socio - economic and ethical perspectives;
- encouraging confidence for effective change in communities.

organizers and associates
Mite Kuzevski

Executive Director at IDEA Southeast Europe

Mite Kuzevski
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Igor Jovcevski
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Goran Kostovski
Artist and designer

Daniel Janev

Creator and designer

Bosko Karadzov is assistant professor from Institute for Social Science and Humanities Euro-Balkan
from Skopje, R. of Macedonia. He has completed his MA and Ph.D. thesis at the Faculty of Philosophy
in the University “Ss. Cyril and Methodius “in the field of contemporary epistemology and sociology of
knowledge. Currently hi has been involved in teaching epistemology of social sciences and humanities at
the Euro-Balkan Institute. Professor Bosko Karadzov is also a comic book theorist, comic book historian
and researcher of comics culture, comic narrative, aesthetics and philosophy of the comic, and specially
researcher of interference between political ideology and comics.
Igor Jovcevski is one of the best and most talented comic book artists and illustrator from Macedonia. He
works as illustrator and comic artist for Macedonian and foreign publishing houses. Jovcevski is author of
plenty awarded comics in Macedonia and in Southeast Europe.
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